RIVETED JOINTS.	XII
rivet on the sheet is called "bearing pressure." It is obvious that the strongest or most efficient joint in any case will be one which is so proportioned that the tendency to fail will be equal in all of the ways.
66. Strength of Materials Used.—As a preliminary to the designing of joints it is necessary to know the strength of the rivets to resist shear, of the plate to resist tension, and of the rivets and plates to resist bearing pressure. These values must not be taken from tables of the strength of the materials of which the plate and rivets are made, but must be derived from experiments upon actual riveted joints tested to rupture. The reason for this is that the conditions of stress are modified somewhat in the joint. For instance, in single-strap butt-joints, and in lap-joints, the line of stress being the center line of plates, and the plates joined being offset, flexure results and the plate is weaker to resist tension, the rivets in the mean time being subjected to tension as well as shear; if the joint yield to this stress in the slightest degree the "bearing pressure " is localized and becomes more destructive. The effect of friction between the surfaces of the plates under the pressure at which they are "gripped" by the rivets is another item of considerable importance. Extensive and accurate experiments have been made upon actual joints and the results have been published.*
The table on page 112 has been compiled as representing fair average results, and the values there given may be used for ordinary joints.
The Master Steam Boiler-Makers' Assn., as the result of tests conducted by its committee, recommends, for iron rivets, /g = 42000 and/V-40000; £(>r steel rivets,/s~46000, fa— 44000.
It will be noted that the1 values of/< are not given for steel.
* Sec Pror. Insl. of Mcrh. Kng., 1881, 1882,1885,1888; Tests of Metals, Watcrtown Arsenal, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1891, 1895, 1896. Stoney's " Strength and Proportions of Riveted Joints," London, 1885.

